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Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of matching corresponding parts of objects across large changes in viewing conditions. The input to the algorithm is a set of images of objects from a given class under different viewing conditions. From this set, the algorithm automatically extracts object parts, and matches corresponding parts in different images. These parts can then be used for automatic image interpretation in terms of objects and their parts, invariant recognition and wide-baseline matching. An example task is to obtain a gallery of face parts such as the eyes, nose, or mouth from face images taken under markedly different viewing directions and illumination, as illustrated in Figure  1 .
The problem of generic feature matching has been con- Figure 1 : Illustration of the matching problem. Sample input to the system includes images of the same face in several viewing conditions (top row). Desired output includes the images of face parts such as eye (middle row), mouth (bottom row), etc., in all these conditions. sidered in the past [1] [2] [3] [4] . Existing schemes are not restricted to a particular object class. However, they make strong assumptions about the input data. For example, in [1, 5] the availability of video sequences is assumed. Schemes described in [2] [3] [4] can handle still images, but assume local scene planarity. When these assumptions are violated, the performance reduces to unacceptable level (see section 4). As a result, the need exists for algorithms that are capable to overcome these restrictions and match reliably non-planar parts under large variations in viewing conditions. In the scheme described below, we use class-based information in order to obtain reliable part matching. The idea is that in addition to the two images to be matched, examples of objects of the same general class in similar viewing conditions will be used. We will show that this allows to learn the effect of the transformation on the parts of objects of a given class and consequently identify the images of the same object part under much broader conditions than previous schemes.
The motivation for studying class-based part matching arises for several reasons. First, in several popular schemes of object classification [6, 7] , indexing and retrieval [3] , objects are represented by their constituent parts. The ability to identify the same object part under different viewing conditions would enable these schemes to perform viewinvariant recognition [8] , which is an important task in computer vision. Second, the ability to reliably identify and localize object parts, in addition to the recognition of the entire object, is of interest on its own right. Third, the problem of feature matching is central to such tasks as tracking and wide-baseline stereo. As discussed in section 6, the use of class-based information for highly familiar objects, such as faces, may improve current tracking and stereo techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review some of the relevant previous approaches to the problem of matching local object parts. In section 3, we describe the proposed class-based matching scheme. In section 4 the performance of the new scheme is compared with several popular matching algorithms. In section 5, an application to the problem of view-invariant object recognition is shown. We conclude with some general remarks in section 6.
Previous approaches to matching
Matching features across views requires predicting how the change of viewing conditions will affect the feature's appearance. In simple cases (e.g. when images are related by pure translation) one may assume that the feature's appearance remains constant and only its position changes. This assumption, called 'brightness constancy', is used in several well-known feature tracking and optical flow algorithms [1, 9] . Under the brightness constancy assumption, features can be matched using the minimal sum of squared differences (min-SSD) criterion.
However, in most practical cases the variations of viewing conditions affect the feature's appearance considerably. The impact of viewing conditions is often more significant than the impact of the feature's identity [10] .
One general approach to cope with this difficulty is to approximate the transformation of the feature's appearance by some parametric model. Typically, affine or low-order polynomial models of illumination and geometry are used (e.g. [11] ), but more complicated schemes [5, 12] have also been proposed. If estimates of the parameters are known, the features may be matched across transformation (e.g. by warping). However, estimating the parameters is often a difficult task. Most schemes [5, 12] handle it by using video sequences and updating the parameters for every frame. The task of incremental updating is easier, because the difference in parameters between successive frames is small. The drawback is the necessity to use video sequences, which are not always available, and require additional effort to capture, store and manipulate. In addition, the approximation provided by common parametric models [11] is only valid for a limited range of transformations.
An approach that does not require an estimation of the transformation parameters is to use invariant features. Many popular approaches [2] [3] [4] 13] work with so-called affine invariants. The general idea is that the features extracted from an image are normalized with respect to affine transformations. Therefore, features differing by an affine transformation have identical representation and can be matched directly, without the need to estimate the parameters of the transformation. A significant drawback of this approach is that affine approximation holds only for locally planar scenes and affine illumination changes. In practice, many natural objects (such as faces) are not planar. In addition, illumination changes perturb image intensity in a highly nonlinear way due to factors such as specularities (highlights) and cast shadows. Invariants more general than affine exist [14] , but are usually sparse and therefore insufficient for most tasks. An additional drawback of methods utilizing invariants is the lack of control over the features. Since not all image points are invariant, it is impossible to match a particular point of interest; only the points chosen by the algorithm as invariant can be used.
A scheme that can cope with complex intensity transformations was described in [15] . However, this technique can only handle affine geometric distortions and requires a 3D model for more complex transformations.
In [8] , matching pairs of features were learned from video sequences. A similar idea was described in [16] , where the average shape of each feature across the transformation was used. However, these methods require examples of correct matches to be provided (in contrast to the scheme proposed here).
Class-based matching by fragment equivalence
In this section, we describe the proposed algorithm for class-based matching. In section 3.1, the idea of utilizing equivalence criterion for matching individual object parts is presented. In section 3.2, we describe how the accuracy of matching is improved by exploiting geometric constraints. The final algorithm that combines the appearance and geometry is described in section 3.3.
Matching object parts
Before describing the part matching method, we first briefly describe relevant aspects of a popular fragment-based object representation scheme [6, 7] that is used by the current method. In these schemes, objects from a general class (such as cars or faces) are represented by their constituent parts. For example, parts for face images typically include different types of eyes, mouths, etc. Image patches, or fragments, are used to depict the appearance of each object part. Fragments are extracted from example images in the learning stage. Each fragment is searched for in the images using a similarity measure, typically the absolute value of normalized cross-correlation, given by
Here ´Ü Ýµ is the fragment, Ô´Ü Ýµ is an image patch of the same size as , AE is the number of pixels in the fragment, Ô are the means and Ô are the standard deviations of the intensities of Ô and . Image patches at all relevant locations are compared with , and location with the highest correlation is selected. When the correlation exceeds a pre-determined threshold, the fragment is considered present, or active, in the image. An object is represented by the set of fragments that are present in it.
The simplest way to utilize this representation for part matching between two images of the same object is to directly match a fragment from one image with the other image, by normalized correlation. However, this method performs poorly when significant variations in viewing conditions are present [10] .
To obtain a reliable match between the same object part under different viewing conditions, consider two fragments, and ¼ , depicting the same object part È in different viewing conditions and ¼ . The key observation is that the part È itself does not change during the transformation, although its appearance changes from to ¼ . Therefore, the fragment , when used with images taken under conditions , plays an equivalent role to that played by ¼ in conditions ¼ . For example, if is active in the image of some object under conditions , then ¼ will be active in the image of the same object under conditions ¼ . In other words, and ¼ will be consistently detected in the images of the same objects, in conditions and ¼ in conditions ¼ . Given an arbitrary pair , ¼ of fragments, this observation may be used to test whether matches ¼ . As discussed above, matching fragments will be consistent. Conversely, non-matching fragments will in general be significantly less consistent. This is because non-matching fragments represent different object parts. In general, different object parts are not highly correlated in different images. Therefore, presence of one fragment will not reliably predict presence of the other, i.e. the fragments will have a low consistency.
More precisely, the consistency of two fragments , 
can be used as the consistency measure. ´ ¼ µ ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating perfect consistency and 0 indicating complete inconsistency.
The proposed class-based matching algorithm can now be described as follows. Figure 2 (bottom row).
Using fragments pyramids to improve accuracy
The previous section explained how fragment consistency is used to evaluate the likelihood of an individual match. However, simply matching the two most consistent features is not the optimal strategy, because factors such as image noise and within-object redundancy may cause matching errors (see Figure 2) . A common strategy is therefore to employ some geometric constraints between features to improve the matching accuracy of individual features. Many existing schemes assume some parametric model (e.g. a homography) of the global scene transformation and derive constraints from this assumption [2, 3, 13] . However, such an assumption is often too restrictive in practice, and therefore more general geometric constraints are necessary. The constraint incorporated in the equivalence-based matching scheme is a simple proximity assumption. Intuitively, we assume that if two object parts are located close to each other in one image, they are likely to remain close in other images.
To impose the proximity constraint, we use a hierarchical representation of the proximity relations between ob- ject parts. In this representation, the image is covered by progressively larger fragments, until a single fragment covers the entire image. A smaller fragment, whose central point is inside the area covered by a larger fragment, is considered a child of the larger fragment in the hierarchy. In order to ensure that each small fragment has exactly one parent, the large fragments are selected to tile the image, i.e. to cover the entire image area and be non-intersecting. Since by construction the smallest fragments have no children, the tiling requirement is not applicable at this level. Therefore, fragments of the smallest size are created at every image location. In this hierarchy, two fragments that are spatially close, will usually have a common parent, while two distant fragments are likely to have different parents. In this manner, proximity will be represented by the hierarchicy, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The resulting structure is called the fragments pyramid. Since proximity relations are roughly preserved across the transformation of viewing conditions, the hierarchical structure in the source and target images should be similar. Deviations from this common structure can therefore be used as indications of unlikely matches. The next section describes how the fragments pyramid is used to impose the proximity constraint, and how it is combined with the consistency measure to produce the final matching.
Combining consistency and proximity constraints
The final matching strategy combines the two factors described so far, the likelihood of individual matches (measured by fragment consistency) and the similarity of geometrical structure (measured by fragments pyramid). We describe below how this combination is performed in a probabilistic framework. First, a fragments pyramid is constructed from the source image. The process is started by creating fragments of certain initial size at every image location. The choice of the initial size may affect the accuracy of the matching, as illustrated by the following example. Consider two fragments and ¼ of size one pixel each. Since a single-pixel fragment can be detected in any image, every element of the activation vectors of both and ¼ will be equal to one. The two fragments will then be entirely consistent regardless of whether they actually match. To avoid this problem, fragmens should be of appropriate size so that they represent meaningful object parts. The optimal size is selected automatically by testing fragments of several sizes at every image location and selecting the fragment with maximal mutual information, as suggested in [7] .
The maximal size of the fragments thus created is then found and increased by a certain factor ×. (In our experiments, the best value found empirically was × ½ .)
Larger fragments that tile the source image are created, and parent-child relationships are determined. The process of increasing fragment size is repeated until a single fragment covers the entire image. This fragment is considered the root node of the hierarchy. Next, candidate target fragments of all sizes used in the source image are created in the target image. Note that the fragment pyramid is constructed for the source image only. Therefore, candidate target fragments are created at every position in the target image, and the constraints of tiling or mutual information are not enforced.
The problem we now face is to establish matches between fragments in the source and target images. where È´ µ is the joint probability distribution of and . As shown in [17] , under reasonable assumptions (such as conditional independence) È´ µ can be factored as (6) we arrive at the following estimate:
where ½ is an appropriate normalization factor. In principle, the actual distribution È´ ´ ¼ µµ could be estimated from examples instead of using (6) 
Here is the distance from the center of ¼ to the closest point of ¼ , and ¾ is an appropriate normalization factor. In our experiments, this estimate was sufficient to obtain good performance. Experiments with a variety of other estimates showed that the algorithm is not sensitive to the pre-
The root node Ê in our setting represents the entire image. Since the images to be matched are usually of similar size, there is only one possible match for Ê. Therefore, È´Ê Ê ¼ µ was set to 1. Given the decomposition (4) and the values of the factors (7), (8) , the maximum a posteriori estimate of each fragment's best match can be calculated efficiently using a standard Viterbi-like inference algorithm [17] .
Experimental comparisons
In this section, we compare the accuracy of the proposed fragment equivalence scheme to several well-known matching schemes, namely, KLT [1], Black's robust optical flow [9] , and affine-invariant features [3] . KLT KLT and robust optical flow were applied to each image pair independently. For the affine invariants scheme, invariant points for each image were calculated. Region matching was then performed by selecting for each source point the target point with the most similar descriptor. Similarity of descriptors was measured by the Mahalanobis distance, using the covariance matrix estimated during training stage from all the images in the database (a separate matrix was used for each experiment below and each database). This evaluation is identical to the published description of the algorithm [3] . The current fragment equivalence scheme was evaluated by using as validation database the entire image set excluding the two images being matched. In addition, the accuracy of the proposed method with and without using fragments pyramids was compared. This comparison demonstrated that the fragments pyramid indeed improves the matching accuracy. In addition, it shows that even without using pyramids, class-based knowledge significantly improves the matching over the previous generic matching schemes.
The data sets used for each of the experiments are described below. The performance of the evaluated algorithms is summarized in Table 1 , and the complete histograms of error distributions are shown in Figure 4 .
Illumination data set -easy A subset of 30 frontal face images from the PIE database [21] was used in this experiment. Images were taken with normal room illumination. In addition, in the source images a flash from the far right direction was added, and in the target images a flash from the far left. The images were low-pass filtered and downsampled to size ¾ ¿ ¢ ¿¾¼ pixels. Examples are shown in Figure 2 (top row).
Illumination data set -hard Images were similar to the previous test, with room illumination off. As shown in Figure 2 (top row) , the changes introduced by illumination variations are much more severe. In particular, illumination can no longer be approximated by a local affine transformation of intensities.
Pose data set A subset of 50 face images from the FERET database [22] was used in this experiment. Frontal images Only a few matches are shown, the total number of matches was above 100 in each image. Note that object parts are matched accurately despite significant changes in illumination (including cast shadows) and pose. The rightmost example shows an incorrect match caused by within-object redundancy. We explain in section 3.2 how such errors are handled.
Algorithm
Easy illumination Hard Illumination Pose Affine invariants were used as source, and half-profile images were used as target. The images were of size ¿ ¢ ¾ pixels.
Summary
As seen from the results presented above, algorithms that utilize variations of the brightness constancy assumption (KLT and optical flow) perform relatively poorly in all tasks. This is due to significant changes in appearance between the source and target images. In addition, both algorithms assume small feature displacements between images and are usually used with video sequences. Affine invariants perform reasonably well in the easy illumination task (as seen in Figure 4 , about 30% of the matches are correct). However, in the more difficult illumination task and in pose task, the performance of affine invariants reduces to random. This is due to the fact that image changes induced by cast shadows and pose change cannot be well approximated by local affine models of illumination and geometry. The performance of the current fragment equivalence scheme remains good in all tasks (above 70% correct matches, Figure 4) , although the two latter tasks are more difficult for this scheme as well. The results demonstrate that matching across significant changes in viewing conditions can be achieved by using the appropriate class-based information.
Application to invariant recognition
In this section, we illustrate an application of the matching approach presented above to view-invariant object recognition. In the experiments, the system is presented with a single picture of an object (e.g. face of a particular individual or a specific model of a car), taken under certain viewing conditions. The task is then to identify other images of the same object in arbitrary viewing conditions (i.e. other images of the same person or the same car model). The scheme that was used for recognition is an extended version of [6, 7] , described in [8] . Briefly, an object from a general class is represented by the set of object parts, as described in section 3.1. A set of fragments is used to depict each part under all relevant viewing conditions. This set is called an extended fragment. The extended fragment is said to be present in an image if one of its constituent fragments is present. Since each extended fragment contains information regarding the appearance of the given object part in all viewing conditions, its presence or absence in the image depends only on the object and not on the viewing conditions. Therefore, the list of extended fragments that are active in an image forms a view-invariant signature for the object, and this signature may be used for subsequent invariant recognition.
An important step in the scheme is the extraction of extended fragments. This step requires the matching of corresponding object parts across viewing conditions. In [8] , video sequences were used to obtain the matches. Such video sequences are not applicable to illumination changes, and are not always available for pose variations. We show that the matches can be obtained by the fragment equivalence scheme described above, without using video sequences and without compromising performance.
In our experiments, four data sets were used. The pose data set was described above in section 4. The easy illumination and hard illumination data sets were as described in section 4, except that images of 68 individuals were used. In addition, a data set consisting of 33 toy cars viewed from two widely separated directions was used. Examples are shown in Figure 2 (top row).
Each data set was randomly divided into training and testing groups. From the training group, matching fragments were extracted using the fragment equivalence method described above. These matching fragments formed extended fragments, which were used in the recognition stage to represent novel objects of the same class in an invariant manner. During recognition, a single picture of a given object (called 'target object') in certain viewing conditions was presented. The task was to recognize the target object in significantly different viewing conditions among a set of distractors. Images of objects of the same class as the target object were used as distractors.
The performance of the algorithm is summarized in Table 2. The results illustrate that class-based matching by equivalence can be used successfully for the task of invariant recognition.
Discussion
A class-based scheme for matching object parts across significant changes in viewing conditions was described. The scheme makes no restrictive assumptions about the transformation, and it performs well under difficult conditions that cannot be handled effectively by previous matching schemes. The scheme is applicable to a variety of natural object classes, it is entirely automatic and does not require examples of correct matches.
In order to perform matching, the scheme uses a validation database of objects of the same class and in similar viewing conditions as the images to be matched. In a series of tests on the pose data set (section 4), the orientation of the
